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Abstract. For neural networks to be considered as realistic models of
human linguistic behavior, they must be able to display the level of
systematicity that is present in language. This paper investigates the
systematic capacities of a sentence-processing Echo State Network. The
network is trained on sentences in which particular nouns occur only as
subjects and others only as objects. It is then tested on novel sentences
in which these roles are reversed. Results show that the network displays
so-called strong systematicity.

1

Introduction

One of the most noticeable aspects of human language is its systematicity. According to Fodor and Pylyshyn [1], this is the phenomenon that ‘the ability to
produce/understand some sentences is intrinsically connected to the ability to
produce/understand certain others’ (p. 37). To give an example, any speaker of
English who accepts ‘Capybaras eat echidnas’ as a grammatical sentence, will
also accept ‘Echidnas eat capybaras’, even without knowing what capybaras and
echidnas are.1
The ability of neural networks to behave systematically has been ﬁercely debated [1, 2, 3, 4]. The importance of this discussion to cognitive science is considerable, because neural networks must be able to display systematicity in order to
be considered viable models of human cognition. Moreover, it has been argued
that, for connectionist systems to explain systematicity, they should not just
be able to behave systematically but do so as a necessary consequence of their
architecture [5, 6].
In a paper investigating sentence processing by neural networks, Hadley [3]
deﬁned systematicity in terms of learning and generalization: A network displays
systematicity if it is trained on a subset of possible sentences and generalizes to
new sentences that are structurally related to the training sentences. The degree
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of systematicity displayed by the network depends on the size of the discrepancy between training and test sentences the network can handle. In particular,
Hadley distinguishes weak and strong systematicity. A network only shows weak
systematicity if all words in the test sentences occur in the same ‘syntactic positions’ that they occupied in the training sentences. Christiansen and Chater [7]
correctly note that these ‘syntactic positions’ are not properly deﬁned, but for
the purpose of this paper the term can be taken to refer to a noun’s grammatical
role (subject or object) in the sentence. Unlike weak systematicity, strong systematicity requires the network to process test sentences with words occurring in
new syntactic positions. Also, these test sentences must have embedded clauses
containing words in new syntactic positions.
An example might clarify this. Suppose a network has only been trained on sentences in which female nouns (‘woman’, ‘girls’) occur as subjects and male nouns
(‘man’, ‘boys’) occur as object. Examples of such sentence are ‘woman likes boys’
and ‘girls see man that woman likes’. The network displays weak systematicity if
it can process untrained sentences that (like the training sentences) have female
subject(s) and male object(s), such as ‘woman likes man’ and ‘girls that like boys
see man’. The network is strongly systematic if it can handle sentences with embedded clauses that have male subject(s) and female object(s), that is, in which
the roles of males and females are reversed. Examples of such sentences are ‘boys
like girls that man sees’ and ‘man that likes woman sees girls’.
In 1994, Hadley [3] argued that the neural networks of that time showed
weak systematicity at best, while strong systematicity is required for processing human language. Since then, there have been several attempts to demonstrate strong systematicity by neural networks, but these demonstrations were
either restricted to a few speciﬁc test items [7] or required representations [8]
or architectures [9] that were tailored speciﬁcally for displaying systematicity.
In contrast, this paper demonstrates that strong systematicity on a large number of test sentences can be accomplished by using only generally applicable
representations and architectures.
Instead of the common Simple Recurrent Network (SRN) [10], an adaptation
to Jaeger’s [11, 12] Echo State Network (ESN) shall be used because it has been
shown to outperform an SRN when weak systematicity is required [13]. Presumably, this is because fewer network connections are trained in an ESN than
in an SRN. Since this comes down to a smaller number of parameters to ﬁt,
generalization (and thereby systematicity) is improved. It is likely that an ESN
will again be superior to an SRN when the task requires strong rather than just
weak systematicity.

2

Setup of Simulations

In connectionist cognitive models, sentence processing most often comes down
to performing the word-prediction task. In this task, the network processes sentences one word at a time and, after each word, should predict which word will
be the next input. The network is successful if it does not predict any word that
would form an ungrammatical continuation of the input sequence so far.
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The word-prediction task has also been used to investigate the issue of systematicity in neural networks [7, 8, 9, 13, 14], and it shall be used here as well.
Section 2.1 describes the language on which the network is trained. After training, the network, presented in Sect. 2.2, is tested on a speciﬁc set of new sentences
(see Sect. 2.3) to probe its systematic capacities.
2.1

The Language

The network learns to process a language that has a 30-word lexicon, containing
9 singular and 9 plural nouns (N), 5 singular and 5 plural transitive verbs (V),
the relative pronoun ‘that’, and an end-of-sentence marker that is denoted [end]
(and also considered a word).
The training sentences are generated by the grammar in Table 1. There is no
upper limit to sentence length because of relative clauses that can be recursively
embedded in the sentence. Relative clauses, which are phrases beginning with
the word ‘that’, come in two types: subject-relative clauses (SRCs) and objectrelative clauses (ORCs). In a SRC, ‘that’ is followed by a verb phrase (VP),
while in an ORC ‘that’ is followed by a noun. In the training sentences, 20% of
the noun phrases (NP) contains a SRC and 20% contains an ORC. This results
in an average sentence length of 7 words.
Table 1. Production rules for generating training sentences. Variable n denotes number: singular (sing) or plural (plu). Variable r denotes noun role: subject (subj) or
object (obj).
Head

Production

S
Sn

→ Ssing | Splu
→ NPn,subj VPn [end]

NPn,r
VPn

→ Nn,r | Nn,r SRCn | Nn,r ORC
→ Vn NPsing,obj | Vn NPplu,obj

SRCn
ORC
ORCn

→ that VPn
→ ORCsing | ORCplu
→ that Nn,subj Vn

Nsing,subj
Nplu,subj
Nsing,obj
Nplu,obj

→
→
→
→

Vsing
Vplu

→ likes | sees | swings | loves | avoids
→ like | see | swing | love | avoid

woman | girl | dog | cat | mouse | capybara | echidna
women | girls | dogs | cats | mice | capybaras | echidnas
man | boy | dog | cat | mouse | capybara | echidna
men | boys | dogs | cats | mice | capybaras | echidnas

As can be seen from Table 1, nouns refer to either females, males, or animals.
In training sentences, females (‘woman’, ‘women’, ‘girl’, and ‘girls’) occur only as
subjects while males are always in object position. Animals can occur in either
position. In test sentences, the roles of male and female nouns will be reversed
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(see Sect. 2.3). This means that such sentences are considered grammatical,
they are just not training sentences, which is why they are not generated by the
grammar of Table 1. To deﬁne the language in general, the four rewrite rules for
nouns (N) in Table 1 are replaced by:
Nsing → woman | girl | man | boy | dog | cat | mouse | capybara | echidna
Nplu → women | girls | men | boys | dogs | cats | mice | capybaras | echidnas
A note is in place here about the meaning of the terms ‘subject’ and ‘object’,
which can sometimes be unclear. Take, for instance, the sentence ‘girls that
woman likes see boys’. In the main clause of this sentence, ‘girls’ is the subject
(because girls do the seeing) but the same word is object in the subordinate
clause (because girls are being liked). To decide upon the noun’s syntactic position in such cases, the method by [7] is used. For the sentences used here this
comes down to: Nouns directly following a verb are objects, and all the others
are subjects. Table 2 shows some examples of training sentences and indicates
which nouns are subjects and which are objects.
Table 2. Examples of training sentences. Subscripts ‘subj’ and ‘obj’ indicate the sentences’ subject(s) and object(s), respectively.
Type

Example sentence

Simple

girlssubj like catobj [end]
catsubj likes boyobj [end]

SRC

girlsubj that likes boysobj sees catobj [end]
girlssubj like catsobj that see boyobj [end]

ORC

girlssubj that catsubj likes see boysobj [end]
girlssubj like boyobj that catsubj sees [end]

SRC and ORC girlsubj that likes boysobj sees catsobj that mansubj avoids [end]
girlsubj that likes boysobj that catssubj see avoids manobj [end]

2.2

The Network

Network Processing. Sentences are processed by an Echo State Network that
has been extended with an additional hidden layer, resulting in a total of four
layers. These are called the input layer, dynamical reservoir (DR), hidden layer,
and output layer, respectively. The input and output layers have 30 units each,
corresponding to the 30 words of the language. The DR has 1 000 linear units,
and the hidden layer has 10 sigmoidal units. This network is nearly identical
to Frank’s [13], who showed empirically that the extra hidden layer and linear
DR units are needed for successful generalization in the word-prediction task.
The only diﬀerence is that the current network has a much larger DR because it
needs to process longer sentences and learn long-distance dependencies between
nouns and verbs.
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Sentence processing by this ESN is similar to that of a four-layer SRN. At
each time step (indexed by t), one word is processed. If word i forms the input at
time step t, the input activation vector ain (t) = (ain,1 , . . . , ain,30 ) has ain,i = 1
and ain,j = 0 for all j = i. The output activation after processing the word is
computed from the input according to
adr (t) = W in ain (t) + W dr adr (t − 1)
ahid (t) = f (W hid adr (t) + bhid )
aout (t) = fsm (W out ahid (t) + bout ) ,
where ain , adr , ahid , aout are the activation vectors of the input layer, DR (with
adr (0) = 0), hidden layer, and output layer, respectively; W are the corresponding connection-weight matrices; b are bias vectors; f is the logistic activation
function; and fsm is the softmax activation function. As a result of applying fsm ,
the total output activation equals 1 and each aout,i can be interpreted as the
network’s estimated probability that the next input will be word i.
Network Performance. The network’s performance is deﬁned as follows: Let
G denote the set of words that can grammatically follow the current input sequence, that is, any word
/ G would be an incorrect prediction at this point.
 i∈
Moreover, let a(G) = i∈G aout,i be the total amount of activation of output
units representing words in G, that is, the total ‘grammatical’ activation.
Ideally, a(G) = 1 when there is no ‘ungrammatical’ output activation. In that
case, the performance score equals +1. Likewise, performance is −1 if a(G) = 0
(there is no grammatical activation). By deﬁnition, performance equals 0 if the
network learned nothing except the frequencies of words in the training set. If
fr (G) denotes the total frequency of the words in G, performance equals 0 if
a(G) = fr (G). All in all, this leads to the following deﬁnition of performance:
⎧
⎨ a(G)−fr (G) if a(G) > fr (G)
1−fr (G)
(1)
performance = a(G)−fr (G)
⎩
otherwise .
fr (G)
Network Training. The most important diﬀerence between the network used
here and an isomorphic SRN is that in ESNs, connection weight matrices W in
and W dr are not trained but keep their initial random values. All other weights
(i.e., those in W hid , W dr , bhid , and bout ) were trained using the backpropagation
algorithm, with a learning rate of .01, cross-entropy as error function, and without momentum. All initial weights and biases were chosen randomly from uniform distributions in the following ranges: W hid , W out , bhid , bout ∈ [−0.1, +0.1]
and W in ∈ [−1, +1]. Of the DR connections, 85% was given a zero weight.
The other 15% had uniformly distributed random weights such that the spectral
radius of W dr equalled .7.
Ten networks were trained, diﬀering only in their initial connection weight
setting. The training sentences, generated at random, were concatenated into
one input stream, so the network also had to predict the word following [end],
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that is, the next sentence’s ﬁrst word. During training, the performance score
over a random but ﬁxed set of 100 training sentences was computed after every
1 000 training sentences. As soon as the average performance exceeded .98, the
network was considered suﬃciently trained.
2.3

Testing for Strong Systematicity

Test Sentences. For a network to display strong systematicity, it needs to correctly process new sentences that have embedded clauses with words occurring
in new syntactic positions. Four types of such sentences, listed in Table 3, constituted the test set. Each has one subject- or object-relative clause that modiﬁes
either the ﬁrst or second noun. As such, the test-sentence types are labelled
SRC1, SRC2, ORC1, and ORC2.
Table 3. Examples of test sentences of four types
Relative clause
Type
Position

Test sentence
Type Example

subject first
second
object first
second

SRC1
SRC2
ORC1
ORC2

boy that likes girls sees woman [end]
boy likes girls that see woman [end]
boys that man likes see girl [end]
boys like girl that man sees [end]

Test sentences were constructed by taking the structures of the examples in
Table 3, and ﬁlling the noun and verb positions with all combinations of nouns
and verbs, such that:
– Only male nouns appear in subject positions and only female nouns in object
positions (note that these roles are reversed relative to the training sentences
and that test sentences contain no animal names);
– The resulting sentence is grammatical (i.e., there is number agreement between a noun and the verb(s) it is bound to);
– The two verbs of SRC2, ORC1, and ORC2 sentences diﬀer in number; In
SRC1 sentences, where the verbs must have the same number, the ﬁrst two
nouns diﬀer in number;
– The unbound noun (for SRC1 sentences: the third noun) was singular.
This makes a total of 2 (numbers) × 23 (nouns) ×52 (verbs) = 400 test
sentences of each of the four types. Before processing any of these, the network
was given the input [end], putting the DR-units into the right activation state
for receiving the test sentence’s ﬁrst word.
Generalization Score. The performance measure deﬁned in (1) assigns a score
of 0 to the outputs of a network that has learned nothing but the frequencies of
words in the training set. To rate the network’s systematicity, a similar measure
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is used. Instead of using word frequencies as baseline, however, this measure
assigns a score of 0 to the outputs of a hypothetical network that has learned
the training set to perfection but is not systematic at all.
According to Hadley’s [3] deﬁnition of systematicity, a complete lack of systematicity is the same as the absence of generalization. What can a non-generalizing
network do when confronted with a new input sequence? By deﬁnition, it cannot
use the complete sequence for predicting the next input since this would require
generalization. Therefore, the best it can do is to use the most recent part of the
test input that was also present in the training sentences. Assume, for instance,
that the test input is the ORC1 sentence ‘boys that man likes see girl’. After processing ‘[end] boys’, the network is faced with an input sequence it was not trained
on because training sentences always begin with a female noun (i.e., ‘boys’ never
follows [end] in the training sentences). All that the network can do is to base its
next-word prediction on the last input only, that is, the word ‘boys’. In the training sentences, male nouns were followed by [end] in 50% of the cases. Therefore,
the non-generalizing network will, by deﬁnition, result in an (incorrect) output
activation aout,[end] = .5 at this point.
When the next word enters the network, the input sequence is ‘[end] boys
that’. The two-word sequence ‘boys that’ has appeared in the training sentences
(see Table 2). By deﬁnition, the output activations of the non-generalizing network at this point are exactly the probabilities that each of the 30 words follows
‘boys that’ in the training sentences. Likewise, after the word sequence ‘[end]
boys that man’, the network basis its predictions on ‘man’ only because ‘that
man’ never appears in the training sentences. Again, this results in aout,[end] = .5.
The generalization score is computed by an equation identical to (1) except
that fr (G) is replaced by the total grammatical output activation of the hypothetical non-generalizing network. This means that positive scores indicate some
degree of generalization. If the network scores positively on each word of the four
types of test sentences, it displays strong systematicity.
There are several points in the test sentences were generalization is not required for making grammatical predictions. For instance, after ‘[end] boys that’,
the next word must be a noun or a plural verb. In the training sentences, ‘boys
that’ is always followed by a plural verb. The non-generalizing network will
therefore make the perfectly grammatical prediction that the next word is a
plural verb. At such points, even a perfectly systematic network does no better
than a non-generalizing one, so the generalization score is not deﬁned. Note that
grammatical predictions are always trivial to make at such points, because generalization is not needed. Therefore, nothing is lost by the occasional absence of
a generalization score.

3

Results and Conclusion

Generalization scores, averaged over sentences of each type and over the 10
trained networks, are plotted in Fig. 1. The near-perfect performance on the ﬁrst
word of test sentences is a ﬁrst indication of systematicity by the network. This
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ﬁrst word is always a male noun in subject position, which it never occupied in
any of the training sentences. Instead, in 50% of the cases, male nouns in training
sentences occur in sentence-ﬁnal position, being followed by [end]. To make the
correct prediction that a sentence-initial male noun is not followed by [end],
the network must have learned that it is the position of the noun that matters
and not its particular (male) identity. As is clear from Fig. 1, the network has
succeeded in doing this.

generalization
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1

1

0.5

0.5

0
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Fig. 1. Generalization scores on test sentences of four types, at all words where generalization is defined (labels on the horizontal axes are only examples of test-sentence
words, the plotted performance scores are averaged over all sentences of a type).

For the systematicity to be considered strong in the sense of [3], it should also
be demonstrated in embedded clauses. The plots in Fig. 1 show that the average
performance is above 0 on all words of each test sentence type, including the
words in relative clauses. Even at the point in the sentence where performance
is minimal, it is still highly signiﬁcantly positive, as was revealed by sign tests
(p < 10−16 for each of the four sentences types).
Strictly speaking, these results are not yet proof of systematicity because
they could just be an artifact of averaging over networks and sentences. If, for
instance, each individual network scores negatively at one point, but this is not
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the same point for the 10 trained networks, the average generalization score can
be positive while none of the networks displays systematicity. The same can
happen if each test sentence results in a negative score at some point, but this
point diﬀers among the sentences. However, this was clearly not the case: Of all
individual generalization scores, only 0.38% was negative.
These results are a clear indication of strong systematicity by the ESN. It
processed test sentences with nouns in syntactic positions they did not appear in
during training, both in the main clause and in relative clauses, and performed
signiﬁcantly better than a non-systematic network can do. As deﬁned in [3],
successful processing of test sentences that diﬀer this much from the training
sentences requires strong systematicity.
Nevertheless, generalization decreased considerably at some points in the test
sentences. As can be seen from Fig. 1, there are four points at which the generalization score is quite low (less than .6). At all of these problematic points,
the network must predict a verb after having processed both a singular and a
plural noun. Presumably, the diﬃculty lies with binding the verb to the correct
noun, that is, predicting whether it is singular or plural. An investigation of the
network’s output vectors supported this interpretation. Nevertheless, the ESN
always does better than a network that is not systematic at all and, therefore,
displays some (but by no means perfect) strong systematicity.

4

Discussion

Echo State Networks can display not only weak but also strong systematicity.
This is a necessary condition for a neural network that is to form a cognitive
model of sentence processing. However, Hadley [15, 16] argued that human language is not only systematic with respect to word order in sentences (i.e., syntax)
but also with respect to their meaning. That is, people are semantically systematic: They can correctly assign a semantic interpretation to sentences they have
not been exposed to before. Contrary to this, the word-prediction task used in
the simulations presented here is purely syntactic. Recently, however, Frank and
Haselager [17] showed that semantic systematicity is not beyond the abilities of
a neural network. They trained an ESN to transform sentences into distributed
representations of the situations the sentences referred to, and found that the
network could generalize to sentences describing novel situations.
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